
Increase your productivity without
compromising on quality.

BIOSTAR® 4-Aligner



4 separate heaters patented thermostatic 
heater control

touch screen with 
intuitive operation

4 separate pressure chambers 
with 4 bar working pressure

reaches working temperature 
within 1 second

requires no heating in continuous 
operation thanks to venting system

allows for thermoforming 
up to 120 aligners within 
one hour

A new level in pressure 
moulding technology.

allows for thermoforming 
4 aligners at the same time

scan function with 
instant programming

strip material enables 
fast finishing 

Heating from the side 
facing the model

interface for 
easy updates

3 years warranty



A win for your daily laboratory and practice routine!
Productive, precise and flexible - start your own high-end production now, enabling you to 
thermoform up to 4 aligners at the same time.

BIOSTAR® 4-Aligner 95-230 V

REF #3030

Power 1450 watt

Working pressure 4 bar

Dimensions (W x H x D) 612 x 337 x 524 mm

Weight 50 kg

Features BIOSTAR® 4-Aligner

With the BIOSTAR® 4-Aligner, you can choose from various SCHEU-DENTAL foil formats depending on your individual 
preference: Round foils (Ø 120-125 mm) or rectangular stripes exclusively available from SCHEU-DENTAL for 
quadruple application (499 x 114 mm).

Flexible processes

Make your workflow more comfortable and efficient. With the BIOSTAR® 4-Aligner it is possible to thermoform up to 
4 foils at the same time and thus 120 aligners in one hour.

High productivity

Each foil is individually heated in its own pressure chamber and thermoformed at 4 bar. The foils fit perfectly to the 
tooth rim, thus achieving optimum pressure moulding results with the usual high aligner quality.

Precise results



An unbeatable combination.
Perfect results with the innovative foil format from SCHEU-DENTAL.

Of course, our service does not end when you purchase one of our devices.  

If you have any questions or experience any problems in your daily working routine,  please feel free to contact the SCHEU-DENTAL team.
You can call us or arrange an appointment with our field sales staff to discuss specific questions.

SCHEU-DENTAL GmbH 
www.scheu-dental.com

phone +49 2374 9288-0
fax +49 2374 9288-90

Am Burgberg 20
58642 Iserlohn · Germany
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Best results for different indications:

Aligner
Material: DURAN®+, CA® Pro+*

Further foils to follow.

The stripes, which are exclusively available from SCHEU-DENTAL, are designed for quadruple application and are provided with a scannable 
code. As with all SCHEU-DENTAL thermoforming units, all you have to do is scan the code on the stripes and the parameters for the 
thermoforming process, such as heating and cooling times, are preset. Round foils (Ø 120-125 mm) can also be thermoformed easily with 
the BIOSTAR® 4-Aligner to produce up to 2 aligners at the same time.

* not available in the USA


